Retell

Reboot

Can you retell the story using one of these
formats?

Can you make one of the books into a game?

90 Second Summary
❏ Use iMovie (or another format you like!)
❏ Video should be about 90 seconds.
❏ Video needs to based on a Battle book.
❏ No book trailers! No video book reports!
Must be told in a play format.
❏ Tell the whole story beginning/middle/end

Article
❏
❏
❏
❏

Headline
Byline
Running text
Conclusion

Slideshow
❏ Clear and concise
❏ Photos or illustrations
❏ Information about author
❏ Recommendation
❏ Other books by author
Brochure
❏ Attention grabbing cover
❏ Compelling text
❏ Color, font
❏ Photos or illustrations
❏ Fold

Board Game
❏ Game design centers around one
book and reflects the book
❏ Game game has a way to begin and
end (win)
❏ Game should have directions
❏ Game should be neat, colorful, and
creative

Kahoot Game
❏ Questions asked from one book
❏ 10-20 questions, no more than 2
True/False questions
❏ Questions asked are from different
parts of the book(beginning, middle,
and end)
❏ Questions are respectful and show
creativity
❏ Questions cite the page where the
answer comes from
Scratch Game
❏ More than one character from the
book and characters do different
types of moves
❏ Game has written down rules
❏ Game has a goal or way to win
❏ Game space has elements similar to
book/carries the theme forward
❏ Game shows creativity

Respond
Can you respond to the story and make a
difference?
Fundraising Campaign
❏ Pick a highly rated charity
❏ Clear plan how fundraiser will be
organized and launched
❏ Set a dollar amount goal and a
deadline for funds to be raised.
❏ Work with teachers on securing and
sending funds to the chosen charity.
❏ Share with my classmates this
process, and follow up
communication with organization.
Letter Writing Campaign
❏ Decide to whom letter is going to
be addressed
❏ Clear statement that reflects the
reason for my letter
❏ Research topic and have at least
two reliable sources
❏ Use the letter generator to assist in
writing letter
❏ Have necessary address(es) to send
letter electronically or U.S. mail
Poster
❏ Sketch in pencil a drawing and
message for my poster
❏ Correct spelling
❏ Poster design using pencils, markers
and any other materials available
that help the message of the poster
❏ Message can be clearly read and
seen by people viewing it

Reformat

Remember

Can you use art to share the story?

Can you remember details of the book to
battle?

Graphic Novel
❏ Has boxes and speech bubbles
(written like a comic book)
❏ Graphic Novel summarizes an event
from the book
❏ Written in your own words
❏ Has Illustrations (not stick figures)

Battle 2.0
Passport

Mini Battle #1

2018 - 2019

Play
❏ Summarize the story into 3 Acts
(beginning, middle, end)
❏ Scripts should have individual parts
(narrator & characters, etc) unless it
is a monologue
❏ Scripts need to be written or typed
❏ Use a prop or costume
❏ Perform in a class
Rap
❏ Song has a title
❏ Song has lyrics to music
❏ Song describes the event or
character from the story
❏ Plugged or unplugged instrument
(violin, guitar, garageband, etc)
Poem
❏ Poem has a title
❏ Poem follows rules of a particular
style of poem (haiku, acrostic, etc)
❏ Poem describes the event or
character from the story

Mini Battle #2

Mini Battle #3 at EPL
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